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Toss-up Questions
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1.

Appearing recently on ABC's "Nightline", this individual told
Ted Koppel that Vietnam is no parallel to a Persian Gulf War.
He based this statement on his analysis that "Vietnam is a
jungle. You had jungle warfare. Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,
you have sand." If such reasoning frightens you, you are not
alone.
69 percent of all respondents to a recent NBC/Wall Street
Journal poll stated that the thought of this man becoming
President makes them "uncomfortable". For 10 points-- name
this most famous alumnus of the Indiana National Guard.
Answer:

Vice-President Dan Quavle
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much for the experts.
Iben Browning, a New Mexico climatologist,
recently predicted that a major earthquake would occur on
December 3, 1990 in the Mississippi River Valley. According to
Browning,the epicenter of this earthquake would be the same
as that of the two most violent earthquakes in American history,
which occurred in 1811 and 1812. For 10 points-- name the tOlm
1 ;>
.,.u,,'''.U5~ w'hich ~ supposed to have played host to this
big rumble, but never did.
Answer:

3.

New Madrid, ~

One critic stated that "The book is so bad it will probably
disappoint even sadists." Faced with mounting public criticism,
Simon & Schuster dropped plans to publish it.
For 10 points-gi~e th~ title of this novel by Bret Easton Ellis which features
scenes of women being nailed to the floor, carved up, drilled,
and cannibalized.
Answer:

American Psycho
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It bills itself as having"'"twice the caffeine" of ordinary
soft drinks.
For 10 points-- name this drink of choice of
those '\Tho are serious about engaging in all-night cramming
and paper-writing sessions.
Answer:

Jolt Cola

According to legend, he practiced his oratorical delivery by
putting pebbles in his mouth.
For 10 points-- name this
greatest of Greek orators, who opposed Phillip of Macedonia,
'\ cOrrectl Y fearing that he was a threat to the liberty of
Athens.

5.

Ans,.,er:

Demosthenes

6.

On a recent trip to the soviet Union, he gave Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev a Russian translation of his book Capitalism
and Freedom and strongly advised Gorbachev to read it.
For
10 points-- name this conservative economist and advisor to
Republican presidents who won the 1976 Noble Prize in Economics.
Answer:

7.

\

Pencil and paper ready. The Greek Anthology summarizes the
life of Diophantus of Alexandria with algebraic humor:
his boyhood lasted one-sixth of his life, his beard grew
after one-twelfth more, he married after another seventh,
his son was born five years later and lived to half his
father's age, and the father died four years after his son.
For 10 points-- how old was Diophantus when he died ?
Answ'er:

8.
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Alaska

Alaska is the eastern-most state, also the western-most.
The 180th meridian runs through it, so it is both.

Before immigrating to the United States, this Czech-born film-maker
directed such memorable films as the Loves of a Blonde and
The Fireman" s Ball".
since~rrivingillthis country, he has made
even better-known films; among them are One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest and Amadeus, for which he received Academy Aw'ards.
For 10 points-- name him.
Answer:

10.

84

For a quick 10 points-- what state is the eastern-most state
in the Union ?
Answer:

9.

Milton Friedman

Milos Forman

His Universal Negro Improvement Association emphasized economic.
independence, pride of race, and the need for black Americans
to return to Africa.
He was convicted of mail fraud in 1923,
but was pardoned by President Coolidge and allowed to return to
his native Jamaica, where he died some years later. A large
park in central Harlem has since been renamed in honor of him.
For 10 points-- name him.
Answer:

Marcus Garvey
I

11.

The NCAA has caved in and will allow the University of NevadaLas Vegas to defend its basketball championship this March.
~ For 10 points-- what was the last school to successfully defend
~its Divi~ion I basketball title ?
Ans'ver:

UCLA (Uni versi ty of California-Los Angeles)

•

12.

~kh-node.

Just call her Mrs.~. No, I am not referring to Roseanne
Barr (and if you buzzed in early,you just cost your team 5points), rather I am referring to the wife of Arnold Schwarzenegger.
For 10 points-- name this member of the Kennedy clan.
Answer:

13.

Law enforcement officials concede that misplaced public sympathy
for him is mounting.
For 10 points-- what alleged head of the
Gambino Mafia family was again acquitted last December of assault
and conspiracy charges despite the best efforts of the New
York U.S. Attorney's office to win a conviction?
Answer:

14.

\

John Gotti

Robert Redford and Jane Fonda starred in the 1967 movie Barefoot
in the Park.
For 10 points-- what similarly-titled musical by
Stephen Sondheim features the French pointillist Georges Seurat
painting his famous "Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande
Jatte" ?
Answer:

15.

Maria Shriver

Sunday in the Park with George

For a quick 10 points-- a former Cincinnati Bengals quarterback
and a star basketball player at Georgia Tech both share what
common full name ?
Answer:

16.

This American physicist conceived and invented- the cyclotron,
a high energy particle accelerator, for which he was awarded
the. 1939 Noble Prize for Physics. For 10 points-- name this
atomic scientist, for whom a short-lived radioactive element
was named.
Answer:
HN:

17.

The element's name is lawrencium.

Fairfield University's library recently received an exact
reproduction of this 8th century manuscript as a gift. ·
The original is in the library of Trinity College in Dublin.·
For 10 points-- give the name for this most famous illuminated
manuscript which contains the Four Gospels.
Answer:

'8.

Ernest Lawrence

The Book of Kells

Now that the Wall is gone, this Berlin landmark is bound to
become a primary attraction again for tourists and lovers of
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19.

Birmingham

The Vicar of Wakefield and She Stoops to Conguer are-- for 10
points-- two novels by what 18th century British author?
Answer:

24.

Cardinal John O'Connor

A city of nearly 300,000, it has corne to be called the "Pittsburgh
of the South" due to its production of iron and steel.
Unfortunately for the city's civic leaders, it is also known
for its racial problems. The latest negative publicity sterns
from the fact that the city's Shoal Creek Golf Course did not
have any black club members. This caused considerable embarrassment
for both the city and the Professional Golfers Association, which
had scheduled a major tournament for that golf course.
For
10 points-- name this city, the largest in the state of Alabama.
Answer:

23.

Octavio Paz

He recently condemned a boole on women, sexuality, and the
Catholic Church in a New York diocesan newspaper editorial.
He later admitted that he had only read the inside of the
book's jacket, but that was enough for him to condemn the book.
For 10 points-- name this reactionary Catholic prelate, whom
liberal Catholics from Mario Cuomo on down have learned not to
take very seriously.
Answer:

22.

Jose Rij 0

Mikhail Gorbachev won the 1990 Noble Peace Prize. For 10
points-- what Mexican author, best known for his essay
"The Labyrinth of Solitude", won the Noble Prize for Literature?
Answer:

21.

Brandenb r a t e

When asked if he is a Democrat or a Republican, he replied,
"I'm a Dominican." For 10 points-- name this Cincinnati
Reds World Series MVP and pitching star.
Answ"er:

20.

For 10 points-. e the na
arl Lang ns.

Oliver Goldsmith

The adjective "Victorian" is often applied to various cultural
innovations introduced during the reign of Queen Victoria.
For
10 points~- what adjective is used to describe both the calendar
presently in use and a modal, unaccompanied chant sung by Catholic
monks since the early middle ages ?
Answer:

Gregorian

25.

An often parodied painting, it shows a gaunt farmer, holding
a pitchfork, and a younger woman with an equally severe
expression. They are standing in front of a farmhouse;
the painting takes its name from the unusual second-story
window of the house. For 10 points-- identify this famous 1930
~ painting by Grant Wood.
Answer:

26.

When informed that this former President had died, ~
Dorothy Parker, ,,,as reported to have replied, "How could they
tell?" For 10 points-- name this none too talkative President
who was said to have been "weaned on a pickle".
Answer:

27.

Mario Lemieux

For a quick 10 points-- Coleridge's Ancient Mariner is condemned
to wear what kind of bird carcass around his neck ?
Answer:

30.

The Armory~ f~ow

Said one National Hockey League analyst about the upcoming
NHL All-Star Game:
"He's had 14 points in five garnes, won
three cars (as MYP)-- it will probably be a better game without
him." For 10 points-- what absentee all-star, recently plagued
'nth aback injury, is being referred to ?
Ans'ver:

29.

Calvin Coolidae

Its full title was the International Exhibition of Modern Art,
and it was held in New York in 1913. Public reaction at the
time was decidely negative towards the works of post-impressionism
and fauvism displayed in the show. For 10 points-- ,,,hat is
the better known title for this exhibition, named after the
building in which it was housed ?
Answer:

28.

American Gothic

albatross

It's a Latin term meaning "nurturing mother".
If - you have already
received your bachelor's degree, you have one and probably sang
a song named for it at your graduation.
For 10 points-- what is
this term ?
Answer:

alma mater
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Fairfield Universlty, having been founded by the good fathers
of the society of Jesus, is celebrating two important Jesuit
anniversaries during the 1990-91 academic year. One commemorates
the 450th ~nniversary of the order; the other honors the SOOth
anniversary of the birth of its founder.
In the spirit of these
twin birthdays, here's a few questions about the Jesuits. ForlO
• points each-- identify the following famous Jesuits:
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e wrote the Spiritual Exercises, founded the Society of Jesus,
and served as its first general until his death in 1556.
Answer:

St. Ignatius Loyola

He was a follower of Ignatius Loyola and was the first
Jesuit missionary. He traveled to India, the East Indies,
and Japan, and died while attempting to reach mainland
China.
Identify this patron saint of navigators.
Answer:

St. Francis Xavier

~This
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German Jesuit had an enormous impact upon the study of
mathematics. His work led to his being called the "Euclid
of the sixteenth century". He confirmed Galileo's discovery
that the earth revolved around the sun, in spite of papal
condemnation of this idea.
Identify this Jesuit academic,
who was responsible for getting the Gregorian calendar
adopted in western Europe.
Answer:

f£l*)

Christopher Clavius

Under the zealous misapprehension that poetic activity would
not be consistent with a religious vocation, he burned all
his poems before he entered the Jesuit order.
In 1875,
however, his Superior encouraged him to write a poem about
a recent shipwreck that had moved him profoundly.
He
responded by producing "The Wreck of the Deutschland", one
of the masterpieces of English poetry.
Answer:

Gerard Manley Hopkins

This twentieth-century French Jesuit wrote The Phenomenon of
Man, in which he saw the human species as constituting the
ultimate thrust of cosmic evolution and as being the key to
understanding the universe.
Answer:

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

(30 Point Bonus)
2.

By all accounts it was an interesting race for the u.s. Senate.
The Republican incumbent claimed that he was a better Jew than
his opponent, who had brought up his children as non-Jews.
The
Democratic challenger responded by running a series of witty,
fast-paced campaign commercials in which he explained that he
had to talk fast since he did not have a lot of money with
which to buy air-time.
In the end, the challenging candidate
scored an upset victory over the incumbent, thus making this
1990 Congressional race the only one in which a sitting Senator
was defeated for re-election. For 10 points each-- name the
state, the losing incumbent, and the victorious challenger.
Answer:

Minnesota, Rudy Boschwitz, Paul Wellstone
(30 Point Bonus)

3.

The results from the 1990 census are in-- at last. An analysis
of state-by-state population figures sheds light on some interesting
trends.
For example, over the last decade six states experienced
population growth amounting to 20% or more of their 1980 populations.
For 5 points each-- name these six fastest-growing states.
Answer:

Nevada, Alaska, Arizona, Florida, California,
New Hampshire
(25 Point Bonus)

4.

For an NBA team ~fhich at this time proj ects to ~vin more than
65 regular season garnes, the 1990-91 Portland Trailblazers
have a fairly non-descript starting line-up. For 5 points each-name the starting five for the defending NBA Western Conference
champions.
Ans'\fer:

Buck Williams, Jerome Kersey, Kevin Duckworth,
Terry Porter, Clyde Drexler
(30 Point Bonus)

5.

There are 28 Jesuit colleges and universities conveniently
located across the United States. Two of them-- Fairfield
University and Georgetown University-- are represented here
at Penn Bowl I. For 5 points each-- give the names of any
six of the remaining 26 Jesuit schools.
Be careful in choosing
your schools, as an incorrect answer will terminate this bonus
opportunity.
~
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Answers (in alphabetical order~:
Boston ·College
Canisius College
Creighton University

(Continued next page)

J

Marguette University
Regis College
Rockhurst College

r::: A l RF1ELD
University of Detroit
Fordham University
Gonzaga University
College of the Holy Cross
John Carroll University
Le Moyne College
Loyola College in Maryland (or Baltimore)
Loyola University-Chicago (or Illinois)
Loyola University-New Orleans (or Louisiana)
Loyola Marymount University
HN:

saint Joseph's University
saint Louis University
saint Peter's College
University of San Francisco
Santa Clara University
University of Scranton
Seattle University
Spring Hill College
Wheeling Jesuit College
Xavier University

The following schools are not-- I repeat, not-- Jesuit schools:
University of Notre Dame, Villanova University, Providence
College, Seton Hall University, Saint John's University, etc.
(30 Point Bonus)

6.

After producing the classic film The Seven Samurai, the
Japanese film director Akira Kurosawa admitted to a western
reporter:
"All I was doing was trying to make a Japanese
western." John Sturges subsequently produced and directed
The Magnificent Seven, which as every film buff knows is
an americanized remake of The Seven Samurai set in the Old West.
This remake is considered a classic in its own right and made
stars out of the actors playing in the title roles.
For 5 points
each-- name six of the seven actors who portrayed "The Magnificent
Seven" .
Answer:

Charles Bronson, Yul Brynner, Horst Buchholz,
Jame.s Coburn, Brad Dexter, Steve Mcqueen,
Robert Vaughn
(20 Point Bonus)

7.

Eugene O'Neill was born and raised in New London, Connecticut,
which is an hour-and-a-half drive from Fairfield University's
campus. A playhouse in that city has been named in honor of its
most famous son, who won four Pulitzer Prizes for his dramatic
works.
For 5 points each-- give the titles of these four prizewinning plays.
Answer:

Beyond the Horizon, Anna Christie, Strange Interlude,
Long Day's Journey Into Night (posthumous award)
(25 Point Bonus)

8.

Gotten any Canadian coins as change lately? Let's see how
well you recognize the money of our friendly neighbor to the
north.
For 5 points each-- describe what design appears on the
reverse side of each of the following Canadian coins:
' 1) Penny

Answer:

Maple Leaf (Leaves)
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2) Nickel
Answer:

Beaver

3) Dime
Answer:

Bluenose Fishing Schooner, Schooner, Sailboat, or
any other reasonable equivalent

4) Quarter

,

Answer:
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5) Half-Dollar
Answer:

Canadian Coat of Arms
(30 Point Bonus)

9.

Connecticut joined Alaska in bucking the two-party system in
the gubernatorial elections last fall.
Both states elected
independent candidates for governor who had served in statewide
offices before. For 15 points each-- name these two independent
governors.
Answer:

Lowell Weicker and Walter Hickel
(20 Point Bonus)

10.

Being a relatively new school (founded:
1942), Fairfield
University can boast no Noble Laureates or famous statesmen
among its alumni or faculty.
This is not to say, however,
that no one famous has ever been connected with the institution.
For 5 points each-- identify the following famous individuals
who have been (or are) associated in someway with Fairfield
University:
1) A member of the school's Board of Trustees, this Fairfield
County resident has received many honors during his long
acting career, including two Best Supporting Actor Oscars
for All the President's Men and Julia.
Answer:

Jason Robards

2) RUmor has it that this Merrick, Long Island native was
accepted at Fairfield as a member of the Class of 1992.
She decided to delay her college education, however,
in order to continue her highly successful singing career,
which has included such teen beat hits as "Electric Youth"
and "Out of the Blue".
°

Answer:

Debbie Gibson

3} This breakfast cereal commercial icon did attend Fairfield,

lD VEf<-)

fJ'DN f.
but flunked out after one semester due to problems stemming
from his use of a controlled substance.
I guess you can
say that "He likes (liked) it" a little too much.
Identify
him by the name he was known to millions by.
Answer:

Mikey from Life Cereal

4) Mitch Buonaguro (Bwan-ah-guru) is the soon-to-be-fired coach
of Fairfield's hapless basketball team. Before arriving on
campus six years ago, he served as an assistant at Villanova
to what Big East coach ?
Answer:

Rollie Massimino
(30 Point Bonus)

11.

I'm sure that all of you have brushed up on your African history
since playing in your school's intramural tournament. Let's
see how much you have improved in this field of study.
First,
for 5 points each-- I will give you the old colonial name of an
African country; you will in turn supply me with its present-day
equivalent:
1) Bechuanaland Protectorate
Answer:

Botswana

2) Northern Rhodesia
Answer:.

Zambia

3) Southern Rhodesia
Answer:

Zimbabwe

4) Nyassaland Protectorate
Answer:

Malawi

Now, for an additional 10 points-- spell the name of the capital
city of Burkina Faso: "Ouagadougou" (Wah-gah-dew-goo)
Answer:

o-u-a-g-a-d-o-u-g-o-u
(25 Point Bonus)

12.

69 A.D. saw the reign of the three Caesars: Galba, Otho, Vitellius.
There are numerous other examples throughout history of power
changing hands quickly. For 5 points each-- I will supply you
with a list of three rulers; you will in turn tell me the year in
which all three reigned consecutively:
1) Martin Van Buren, William Henry Harrison, John Tyler
Answer:

1841

: . ,;
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2) Rutherford Hayes, James Garfield, Chester Arthur
Answer:

1881

3) George V, Edward VIII, George VI
Answer:

1936

4) Paul VI, John Paul I, John Paul II
Ans"lver:

1978

5) Debra Maffett, Vanessa Williams, suzette Charles
Answer:

1984
(20 Point Bonus)

13.

Chicago Bulls guard Michael Jordan recently scored his 15,000th
point in the 460th game of his professional career.
Only four
other NBA players, all of them present or future Hall-of-Famers,
scored their first 15,000 points by the 500thgame of their
professional careers. For 5points each-- name the four other members
of this elite club that Michael Jordan has joined.
Ans"lver:

l'1il t Chamberlain, Oscar Robertson, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Elgin Baylor
(30 Point Bonus)

14.

30 points are yours for identifying this author on the first clue,
20 points on the second, and 10 points on the third.
1) Among this author's best-known short stories are
"Rappaccini's Daughter" and "My Kinsman, Major Molineux".
2) Other short stories by the same author are "Young Goodman
Brown" and "Roger Malvin's Burial".
3) An old college friend of Franklin Pierce, this author wrote
Pierce's presidential campaign biography and was rewarded
after the election with the post of American consul in Liverpool.
Answer:

Nathaniel Hawthorne
(25 Point Bonus)

15.

I just got done taking a course in ancient and medieval philosophy.
Let's see if you can do as well as I did in keeping the names
of all these philosophers straight. For 25 points, ~Ih tfUC1Hng-ri.s • .do, match the following philosophers:
. otlo
uinas, Dante,
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works of philosophy: On Kingship, Defender of Peace,
Discourses on Titus Livius, On Monarchy, The Politics.
Answer:

Aristotle, The Politics
Aguinas, On Kingship
Marsilius of Padua, Defender of Peace
Dante, On Monarchy
Machiavelli, Discourses on Titus Livius
(30 Point Bonus)

16.

Read any good history books lately? Here's a bonus designed
to find out how well-read an historian you ar~~For 5 points
each-- I will give you the title of a classic~ist~work;
you will in turn supply me with the name of its equally renowned
author:
1) Across the Wide Missouri
Answer:

Bernard De Voto

2) The Americans:
Answer:

The Democratic Experience

Daniel Boorstein

3) Jefferson and His Time
Answer:

Dumas Malone

4) The Age of Reform
Answer:

Richard Hofstadter

5) The Life of the Mind in America
Answer:

Perry Miller

6) The Significance of Sections in American History
Answer:

Frederick Jackson Turner
(30 Point Bonus)

17.

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn made nine films together.
This lengthy working and social relationship continued for a
quarter of a century,despite the fact that Spencer insisted
that he always get top billing over Katharine.
For 5 points
each-- name any six of the nine films that Tracy and Hepburn
made together.
Answer:

Woman of the Year, Keeper of the Flame,
Without Love, The Sea of Grass, State of the Unio~,
Adam's Rib, Pat and Milce, Desk Set, Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner

(25 Point Bonus)
18.

Joe Montana and his San Francisco 4gers did not make it
to the Superbowl this year, but it's not like they have
never been there before.
For 5 points each-- what five
National Football Conference (NFC) teams have never been
to the Superb owl ?
Answer:

Atlanta Falcons (city or team name alone, o.k.),
Detroit Lions, New Orleans Saints, Phoenix Cardinals,
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
(20 Point Bonus)

19.

O.K. royal family watchers, let's playa little speculative
dwhat if?-game. Assume that Queen Elizabeth II has finally
died and her heir apparent has assumed the throne of the United
Kingdom.
For 5 points each-- give the proper regnal number which
would corne after the names of the following individuals.
(Example:
If Prince Charles outlasts his mother, he will become
King Charles III.)
1) Prince William
Answer:

William V

2) Prince Henry (or Harry)
Answer:

Henry IX

3) Prince Andrew
Answer:

Andrew I

4) Princess Anne
Ans,.,er:

Anne I I
(30 Point Bonus)

20.

Been to the fights lately? Here's a question designed to see
what you know about boxing. For 30 points, all or nothing-put the following boxing weight classes in their proper order
from heaviest to lightest: Bantamweight, Welterweight, Cruiserweight,
Middleweight, Light Heavyweight, Lightweight.
Answer:

Cruiserweight, Light Heavyweight, Middleweiqht,
Welterweight, Lightweight, Bantamweight
(30 Point Bonus)

21.
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as to reflect relative changes in state population sizes.
For 5 points each-- name any six of the eight states which
are scheduled to gain congressional seats and political clout
due to reapportionment. But be careful, as an incorrect answer
will prevent you from responding further to this bonus.
Answer:

California, Florida, Texas, Arizona, Georgia,
North Carolina, Virginia, Washington
(25 Point Bonus)

22.

The events depicted in the 1989 movie Scandal raised more
eyebrows among the British public at the time they actually
occurred than Ivhen the movie ' was rele-ased. -:' The- mov-ie-.chronicles a
British cabinet member's involvement with a partygirl who was
also bedding a Soviet military attache. Public disclosure of
this risque affair led to the fall of the ruling Conservative
government in Britain and embarrassment for many British
government officials with uncontrollable libidos. For 5 points
each-- answer the following questions about the events depicted
in the movie Scandal:
1) In what year did this scandal make front-page headlines in
Britain-?
Answer:

1963

2) What Ivas the name of the Bri tish Minister of War who was
caught, almost quite literally, with his pants down?
Answer:

John Profumo

3) What was the name of the ex-show-girl whose bed-hopping helped
topple a government ?
Answer:

Christine Keeler

4) l{hat British Prime Minister was forced to resign due to the
dalliances of his Minister of War ?
Answer:

Harold Macmiflan '

5) What American actor threatened to sue the producers of Scandal
if his past sexual exploits were alluded to in the course of
the movie ?
Answer:

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
(30 Point Bonus)

23.

Quarterback Warren Moon of the Houston Oilers carne very close this
year to breaking the NFL record for single game passing yardage
set in 1951. For 15 points each-- answer the following questions
q~o",~ t~.i rC',o,..d:
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1) What Los Angeles Rams quarterback set the record?
Answer:

Norm Van Brocklin

2) Within 10 yards, how many yards did he throw for·in that
game ?
Answer:

554 yds. (accept:

544-564 yds.)

(30 Point Bonus)
24.

Jane Austen lead a singularly unadventurous life. She lived
in her mother's house all forty-one years of her life,
never marrying. This left her with plenty of time to write,
and write she did. For 5 points each-- give the titles of
the six novels she wrote during the lifetime she spent in the
English countryside.
Answer:

Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice,
Mansfield Park, Emma, Northanger Abbey, Persuasion
(25 Point Bonus)

25.

The "Keating Five" have been in the news as of late.
For 5
points each-- name the five members of the U.S. Senate
currently under investigation for their connections to
S & L owner Charles Keating.
Answer:

Alan Cranston, Dennis DeConcini, John Glenn,
John McCain, Donald Riegle
(30 Point Bonus)

26.

The Cincinnati Reds' bullpen features a trio of relief pitchers
who have earned the nickname "Nasty Boys". For 10 points each-name these three ace relievers who held the Oakland Athletics
at bay in last year's World Series.
Answer:

Rob Dibble, Norm Charlton, Randy Myers
(20 Point Bonus)

27.

What is in a nickname? For 5 points each-- I will give you
the official nickname of a state; you will in turn tell me
what state the nickname refers to:
1)

---_.__

..

Peace Garden State
Ans~er:
North Dakota

--_._--

.

2)

Beaver State
Answer:

3)

Mountain State
Answer:

4)

Oregon

West Virginia

Equality State
Answer:

Wyoming
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